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ABSTRACT
Design Patterns, which give abstract solutions to commonly recurring design problems, have been widely used in the
software and hardware domain. As non-functional requirements are an important aspect in the design of safety-critical
embedded systems, this work focuses on the integration of non-functional implications in an existing design pattern
concept. We propose a pattern representation for safety-critical embedded application design methods by including
fields for the implications and side effects of the represented design pattern on the non-functional requirements of the
overall systems. The considered requirements include safety, reliability, modifiability, cost, and execution time.
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1. Introduction
Design pattern, originally proposed in [1] by the architect
Christopher Alexander, is a universal approach to describe common solutions to widely recurring design
problems. Ever since, this concept has been applied in
several domains of hardware design (electronics) and also
became popular in the software domain after the success
of the book Design Patterns: Element of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by Gama et al. [2].
As the concept of design pattern aims at supporting
designers and system architects in their choice of suitable
solutions for commonly recurring design problems, this
concept might also be useful to support the design of
safety-critical embedded systems. The design of these
systems is considered to be a complex process, as hardware and software components have to be considered
during the design as well as potential interactions between
hardware and/or software components. Moreover, not
only functional requirements1 have to be fulfilled by these systems. Failures in safety-critical systems could result
in critical situations that may lead to serious injury or loss
of life or unacceptable damage to the environment.
Therefore, also the non-functional requirement safety has
to be considered in these systems to assure that the risk of
hazards is acceptable low in the considered system. To
support the design of safe devices, safety measures are
given by international safety standards as the IEC61508
[3]. Beside life cycle and process requirements, also different measures for the design of software and hardware
components are recommended. These safety measures
1

Note: functional requirements (FR) represent the required functionality itself while non-functional requirements (NFR) describe additional
qualities that have to be achieved by the developed system (e.g. safety,
reliability, modifiability, cost and execution time)
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have typically an impact on the cost, the reliability, the
real-time behavior of the system, and on the modifiability
of the resulting system. Depending on the application
domain of the later embedded system, these non-functional requirements are of great importance. For this reason,
non-functional requirements should be considered during
the design of any safety-critical system.
While current concepts of design pattern exist for
many different application domains, they typically lack
a consideration of potential side effects on non-functional requirements. In order to integrate these side effects into the pattern concept, we propose an extended
template for an effective design pattern representation
for safety-critical applications. This pattern representation includes the traditional pattern concept in combination with an extension describing the implications and
side effects with respect to the non-functional requirements. While this concept has been described briefly in
[4] before, this work focuses on the application of our
approach. Thus, two example patterns are included to
illustrate the proposed representation of design patterns
for software and hardware components in safety-critical
applications.

2. Related Work
The field of design pattern is large and still rapidly
growing. Many researches have focused on the use of
design pattern in the software domain [2,5,6,7,8,9], but
further research is still needed in the domain of safetycritical embedded systems to integrate the non-functional
requirements in design patterns. In his books [10] and
[11], Bruce Douglass proposed several design patterns
JSEA
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for safety-critical systems based on well known fault
tolerant design methods and by integrating some
modification to increase the safety level on these patterns. Gross and Yu [12] discuss the relationship between non-functional requirements and design patterns,
and propose a systematic approach for evaluating design patterns with respect to non-functional requirements. They propose the use of design patterns for
establishing traces between non-functional goals in a
goal tree such as a soft goal interdependency graph
(SIG) and the system design. Cleland-Huang et al.
[13,14] enhance the patterns defined by Gross and Yu
[12] through defining a model for establishing traceability between certain types of non-functional requirements and design and code artifacts, through the
use of design patterns as intermediary objects. Xu et al.
[15] classified the dependability needs into three types
of requirements and proposed an architectural pattern
that allows requirements engineers and architects to
map dependability requirements into three corresponding types of architectural components. Konord et
al. [16,17] describe a research of how the principle of
design pattern can be applied to requirements specifications, which they term requirements patterns for
embedded systems. They include a constraints field in
the pattern template to show the functional and
non-functional restrictions that are applied to the system.

In comparison to our work, none of the aforementioned approaches show clearly the implications on the
non-functional requirements as part of the pattern.
These patterns and the other developed patterns focus
on the traditional structure of the pattern that includes:
context, problem and solution. The use of non-functional requirements in these approaches is restricted to
the requirement analysis phase of the design process. In
these approaches, neither a relative measure nor an indication for the implications of the patterns on the
non-functional requirements, were given. To improve
these approaches, we propose a new template representation in Section 4 to show the implications of the
represented patterns on the non-functional requirements.

3. Design Pattern Template
In this section, the template pattern we propose for the
representation of design patterns for safety-critical embedded applications is described. As depicted in Figure 1,
the upper part of the template includes the traditional
representation of a design pattern while a listing of the
pattern implications on the non-functional requirements
is given in the Implication section. Moreover, further
support is given by stating implementation issues, summarizing the consequences and side effects as well as a
listing of related patterns.

Figure 1. The design pattern template
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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Figure 2. Basic system without specfic safety requirements

The proposed design template includes a part for pattern implications on the non-functional requirements reliability, safety, cost, modifiability and execution time. To
allow a suitable description of these implications, the
changes/improvements of using the corresponding design
pattern are represented relative to a basic simple system
(see Figure 2). This basic system has a given reliability
(Rold), a given cost, a given modifiability and is resulting
in a given executing time. Moreover, this basic system
has no specific safety measurements.

4. The Implication On Non-Functional
Requirements
While the main part of the design pattern proposed does
not differ from well known approaches [18,19,20,21], the
part for the implications on the non-functional requirements is described in this section. As mentioned above,
the implications are stated relative to the basic system
without any specific safety method. In the following, the
determination of the five implications on non-functional
requirements is described:
Reliability: In this context, reliability is defined as the
probability that of a system or component to perform its
required functions correctly under stated conditions for a
specified period of time. This part of implications describes the relative improvement in the system’s reliability relative to the maximum possible improvement2 in reliability, which is defined in the following equation:
R − Rold
Reliability Improvement= new
× 100%
1 − Rold

(1)

Rnew: The reliability after using this pattern.
Rold: The reliability of the basic system.
Safety: The safety of a system is usually determined by
the residual risk of operating this system (see e.g. [3]).
Therefore, the notion of risk can be used as a measure for
the assessment of safety-critical systems. The problem
concerning design patterns is that they describe an abstract solution to a commonly recurring design problem.
As it is not related to a specific application or to a specific case, it is difficult to determine an actual value for
the possible residual risk without considering a concrete
application. To allow an indication of the safety that can
be achieved by the application of a specific design pattern,
existing recommendations given in safety standards are
2

Note: the maximum possible improvement in reliability is the difference between the reliability of the basic system and the maximum value
for reliability which is equal to 1 (Ideal case without failures).
3
Note: A pattern is called hybrid if the pattern is composed of at least
two other patterns.
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used. In detail, it is stated to which Safety Integrity Level
(SIL) the pattern is recommended in a given safety standard. The safety integrity levels used here include the
levels SIL1 to SIL4 as they are defined in the standard
IEC61508 [3]. Additionally, the notation SIL0 is used in
this template to describe a system without specific safety
requirements. If measures are described in design patterns that are not included in current safety standards,
these measures have to be assessed in an appropriate
manner, e.g. by comparing them to measures with known
recommendations.
Cost: The implications on costs include:
·The recurring cost per unit, which reflects the additional costs resulting from additional or specific hardware
components required by the design pattern.
·The development cost of applying this pattern.
Modifiability: This implication describes the degree to
which the system developed according to this design pattern can be modified and changed.
Impact on execution time: With this implication, the
effect of the pattern on the total time of execution at runtime is indicated. It shows the execution time overhead
that is resulting from the application of this pattern in the
worst and the average cases.
The application of the design pattern proposed, especially the use of the implication part introduced briefly in
this section, is described in form of two example patterns
in the following section.

5. Example Patterns
Two example patterns are presented in this section to
illustrate the application of the proposed approach: The
first pattern is a hardware and software pattern that is
expected to be suitable for complex and highly safetycritical systems (Safety Executive Pattern). The second
pattern is a hybrid3 software fault tolerance method intended to increase the reliability of the standard N-version programming approach (Acceptance Voting Pattern).

5.1 EXAMPLE 1
In this example pattern, the pattern originally described in
[10] is presented in our extended pattern representation
including also implications on non-functional requirements.
Pattern Name
Safety Executive Pattern (SEP)
Other Names
Safety Kernel Pattern
JSEA
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Type
Hardware and Software
Abstract
The Safety Executive Pattern can be considered as an
extension of the Watchdog Pattern4 targeting the problem
that a shutdown of the system by the actuation channel
itself might be critical in the presence of faults (shutdown
might fail or take too long). This problem occurs especially in those systems in which a complicated series of
steps involving several components is necessary to reach
a fail-safe state. Therefore, the Safety Executive Pattern
uses a watchdog in combination with an additional safety
executive component, which is responsible for the shutdown of the system as soon as the watchdog sends a
shutdown signal (see also Figure 3. The safety executive
pattern). If the system has a safe state, the actuation
channel is shutdown via the safety executive component.
Otherwise, the safety executive component has to delegate all actuations necessary to an additional fail-safe
processing channel.
Context
The application of this pattern is suitable in the following
context:
·The considered actuation channel requires a risk reduction by safety measures.
·The considered system has at least one safe state. If
this is not the case, an additional fail-safe processing
channel has to be applied to overtake necessary actions.
·A shutdown of the actuation channel is complex. As
an example, this is the case if several safety-related system actions have to be controlled simultaneously.
·A sufficient determination of failures in the actuation
channel can be achieved by a watchdog.
Problem
Provision of a centralized and consistent method for
monitoring and controlling the execution of a complex
safety measure (shutdown or switch over to redundant
unit in case of failures).
Pattern Structure
The Safety Executive Pattern is based on an actuation
channel to perform the required functionality and an optional fail-safe processing channel that is dedicated to the
execution and control of the fail-safe processing (see also
Figure 3). The central part of this pattern is the existence
of a centralized safety executive component coordinating
all safety-measures required to shut down the system or
to switch over to the fail-safe processing channel. The
4

Note: The Watchdog Pattern is based on two components, the actuation
channel and a supervisor, called watchdog. The actuation channel typically triggers the watchdog at defined time intervals to demonstrate that
the actuation channel is still active. More advanced approaches include
more sophisticated interactions between the actuation channel and the
watchdog to allow a higher degree of fault coverage (see e.g. [11]).
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safety executive component can also be used to control
multiple actuation channels in the system that each may
have multiple channels.
The components of the pattern depicted in Figure 3 are
described below:
·Input Data Source: This component represents the
source of information that is used as input to the system
under consideration. Typically, this data comes either
from the system user or from external sensors that are
used to monitor environmental variables such as: temperature, pressure, speed, light, etc...
·Actuator(s): Actuators are the physical devices that
perform the action of the channel like: motors, switches,
heaters, signals, or any other device that performs a specific action. Often, there are more than one actuator in a
single channel.
·Actuation Channel: This channel represents a subsystem that performs dedicated tasks in the overall system
by taking an input data from the input data source, performs some transformation on this data, and then uses the
results to generate suitable commands to drive the actuators.
·Fail-Safe Processing Channel: This is an optional
channel; it is dedicated to the execution and control of the
fail-safe processing. In the presence of a fault in the actuation channel, the safety executive turns off the actuation channel, and the fail-safe channel takes over. If the
System doesn’t have a fail-Safe Channel, then the actuation channels must have at least one reachable safe states.
·Data Acquisition (Input Processing): This part of the
channel collects the raw data from the input data source and
may perform some data formatting or transfor- mations.
·Data Processing (Transformation): This part may
contain multiple data transformation components; where
each one performs a single transformation or processing
on the received data to execute the desired algorithm in
order to generate the required control signals. The final
component of this part sends the computed output to the
output processing unit.
·Output Processing: This unit takes the computed data
from the data transformation unit and generates the final
data and the control signals to drive the actuators. It can
be considered as a device driver for the actuator.
· Integrity Check (Optional): This is an optional
component that is invoked by the watchdog to run a periodic Built-In Test (BIT) to verify all or a portion of the
internal functionality of the actuation channel.
·Time Base: This is an independent timing source
(timing circuit) that is used to drive the watchdog. This
time source has to be separate from the one used to drive
the actuation channel.
·Watchdog (WD): The watchdog receives liveness
messages (strokes) from the components of the actuation
channel in a predefined timeframe. If a stroke comes too
late or out of sequence, the watchdog considers this situation as a fault in the actuation channel and it issues a
shutdown signal to the actuation channel or initiates a
JSEA
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corrective action through sending a command signal to
the optional integrity check. If the system contains multiple actuation channels, then it may contain multiple
watchdogs, one per actuation channel.
·Safety Executive: This is the main component in this
safety executive pattern. It tracks and coordinates all
safety monitoring to ensure the execution of safety action
when appropriate. It consists of a safety coordinator that
controls safety measures and safety policies. The safety
executive component captures the shutdown signal from the
watchdog in the case of failure in the actuation channel.
·Safety Coordinator: The safety coordinator is used to
control and coordinate the safety processing that is managed by the safety measures. It also executes the control
algorithms that are specified by the safety policies.
·Safety Measures: Include the detailed description of
the safety measures. The safety coordinator may control
multiple safety measures.
·Safety Policies: Each safety policy specifies a strategy or control algorithm for the safety coordinator. It
involves a complicated sequence of steps that involve multiple safety measures. The reason for the separation of the
coordinator from the safety policies is to make the process
of changing and adapting a safety policy easier.
Implication
This section describes the implication of this pattern relative to the basic system without a specific safety method.

5

·Reliability
Let us have the following notations:
RAC: the reliability of the actuation channel. (Rold =
RAC)
RSC: the reliability of the fail-safe processing channel.
RSE: the reliability of the safety executive component.
C: the coverage factor which is defined as: the probability that a fault in an actuation channel will be identified by the safety executive and the fail-safe processing
channel will be activated.
Assume that the watchdogs are carefully designed with
reliability≈1.
The safety executive pattern will continue to work
without system failure as long as one of the following
two conditions holds:
◎ There is no fault in the actuation channel.
◎ There is a fault in the actuation channel and the
watchdog detects this fault and the safety executive initiates a shutdown or activates the fail-safe processing
channel.
The new reliability after using this pattern (Rnew) is
equal to:
R = RAC + CRSE (1 − RAC ) RSC

(2)

In this equation, the first term represents the reliability
of the actuation channel while the second term represents
the reliability of the remaining parts in the case of failure
in the actuation channel.

Figure 3. The safety executive pattern
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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The percentage improvement in reliability relative to
the maximum possible improvement is equal to:
R + CRSE (1 − RAC ) RSC − RAC
= AC
× 100%
1 − RAC

(3)

= CRSE RSC × 100%

(4)

·Safety:
The safety executive pattern includes the following
four design techniques: program sequence monitoring
with a watchdog, test by redundant hardware (the watchdog that initiates the integrity check and BITs), safety
bag techniques5, and graceful degradation6. According to
the standard IEC 61508 [3], the recommendation for
these techniques is shown Table 1.
In general, we think that the combination of these
techniques and the development cost makes the safety
executive pattern suitable and highly recommended only
for very high critical applications with high safety integrity levels (SIL4 and SIL3) and recommended for lower
levels (SIL2 and SIL 1).
·Cost:
This pattern is an expensive pattern with very high cost
since it consists of different components that involve high
recurring and development cost.
○ Recurring cost: It includes the cost of the following:
◆ The actuation channel.
◆ The fail-safe processing channel (if present).
◆ The safety executive component.
◆ Watchdogs and their independent timing source.
○ Development cost: In general, the development cost
for this pattern is very high since it includes a development of three different systems (channels) that include
different architectures and different designs.
·Modifiability:
There are two types of possible modifications:
1) Actuation Channel: It is very simple to modify this
pattern by adding extra functionality to the actuation
channel. The only things that should be done: is to know
whether the new components need to send stroke messages to the watchdog.
2) Safety policy: One of the main features of this pattern is the centralized safety processing which is performed by the Safety Executive Component. The Safety
Executive separates the coordinator from the safety policies to simplify the change and modification of the safety
policy and to make it easier.
5

Note: A safety bag is an external monitor, implemented on an independent hardware component to ensure that the system performs safe
actions [3].
6
Note: The safety degradation is a technique that gives priorities to the
various functions to be carried out by the system. The design ensures
that if there are insufficient resources to carry out all the system functions, the higher priority functions (the safety functions in our case) are
carried out in preference to the lower once [3].
7
Note: a processing unit is a (programmable) electronic device executing a certain function. Typical examples are programmable logic controllers, microcontrollers, and FPGAs. Moreover, an electronic device
might include more than one processing unit (e.g. multi-core architectures). In this case, the analysis of the independence between these units
requires special care.
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Table 1. Recommendations for safety integrity levels
Techniques
Program sequence monitoring (WD)
Test by redundant hardware
Safety bag techniques
Graceful degradation

SIL1
HR
R
—
R

SIL2
HR
R
R
R

SIL3 SIL4
HR
HR
R
R
R
R
HR
HR

·Impact on execution time:
The actuation channel and the safety executive have
different CPUs and different memories, and they run simultaneously in parallel. Thus, there is no effect for the
safety executive component on the actuation channel during the normal operation of the system except the execution of the periodic built in tests (BITs).
Implementation
The following points should be taken into consideration
during the implementation of this pattern:
·The actuation channel, the safety executive, and the
fail-safe processing channel run separately in parallel,
therefore each channel will run on its own processing
unit7 and own memory.
·The safety-critical information must be protected
against data corruption, e.g. by using CRCs or any other
method to detect data errors.
·The watchdog component is simple and often implemented as a separate hardware device. It is capable of
detecting a variety of hardware and software fault. However, its actual diagnostic coverage depends on the integrity check implemented in the actuation channel.
·To provide protection from faults in a common time
base, separate timing sources must be used for the
watchdog, the safety executive and the actuation channel.
Consequences and Side Effects
The main drawback of this pattern is the high complexity
of this pattern for implementation. Therefore it is used for
complex and highly safety-critical systems.
Related Patterns
The safety executive pattern is used for complex safetycritical applications and it covers a large set of features,
provided by of the other patterns, such as sequence
monitoring provide by watchdog, switch-to-backup as in
the fail-safe channel. For simpler systems with simpler
safety requirements, other simpler patterns, such as
Watchdog pattern, Sanity Check pattern and Monitor
Actuator pattern [11], can be used.

5.2 EXAMPLE 2
This example pattern describes the pattern originally described in [22] including the standard pattern components
as well as implications on non-functional requirements.
Pattern Name
Acceptance Voting Pattern
Other Names
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--Type
Software
Abstract
The Acceptance Voting pattern is a hybrid pattern that
incorporates the N-Version Programming Pattern with
Acceptance Tests (AT) used by the Recovery Block Pattern. Similar to the normal N-version programming approach, this pattern is based on two or more diverse
software versions. Traditionally, these versions are functionally equivalent and are developed by independent
teams from the same initial specification [23]. Moreover,
approaches to increase the diversity of the resulting software versions could be applied already in the specification (functional diversity, see e.g. [40]). In case of this
pattern, the output of each version is presented to an acceptance test to determine if the output is reasonable. The
outputs that pass the acceptance test are used as inputs to
a dynamic voter, which is executed to produce the correct
output according to a specific voting scheme. Depending
on the applications, the diverse software versions can be
executed on parallel hardware or sequentially on a single
hardware device.
Context
The application of this pattern is suitable in the following
context:
·Tolerance of software faults is required for safety
reasons (acceptance test)
·High reliability of the system’s output is required
(several software versions)
· The correctness of the results delivered by the diverse
software versions can be checked by an acceptance test.
·The development of diverse software versions is
possible (additional development costs, additional organizational effort, and sufficient number of developers for
the development of each version).
Problem
Enable the tolerance of software faults that may remain
after the software development to target safety and reliability requirements.

7

Pattern Structure
The Acceptance Voting Pattern (AV) is a hybrid pattern,
which represents an extension of the N-version programming approach by incorporating this approach with the
acceptance test used in the recovery block approach. This
pattern includes N diverse software versions that are
typically executed in parallel to perform the required task.
The output of each version is tested for correctness using
an acceptance test and only those results that pass the
acceptance test are used by the voting algorithm to generate the final result. The goal of the Acceptance Voting
pattern is to increase the system’s reliability through a
combination of a fault detection scheme provided by the
acceptance test and a fault masking scheme provided by
N-version programming with voting.
The structure of this pattern is shown in Figure 4 and
the function of each component is described below:
· Input Data Source: This instance represents the
source of information that is used as input to the designed
system. Typically, this data comes either from a system user
or from external sensors used to monitor environmental
variables such as temperature, pressure, speed, or light.
·Output Data and Control Signals: The output data of
the voter module represents the final output data of the
designed system. This data may contain control signals to
activate actuators as motors, switches, heaters, or messages for other components outside the system.
·Version 1, 2...N: These are diverse software versions
implemented to fulfill the specified functionality. Typically, these versions result from an independent implementation by independent teams of software developers,
based on the same initial specification. Thus, these versions are performing roughly the same functionality on
the input data to produce the final result. Further aspects
of generating these diverse software versions can be
found in the implementation section below. Usually,
these diverse versions are executed in parallel on different hardware devices to generate N outputs and each of
these outputs is presented to an acceptance test to check
them for correctness. Those results that pass the acceptance
test are processed by the dynamic voter module to determine the output data by applying a specific voting strategy.

Figure 4. The acceptance voting pattern

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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·Acceptance Test (AT): This part of the software is
executed on the outcome of each version to confirm that
the result is reasonable and fulfills defined requirements
given in the software specification. The acceptance test
returns either true or false and may have several components. Moreover, it may include checks for runtime errors
[24] and mechanisms for implicit error detection. Various
implementations of the acceptance test are possible ranging from simple reasonableness checks to complex highcoverage validators [25].
The reliability of the system’s output depends greatly
on the quality of the acceptance test (especially an acceptance test that detects faults in a correct output reduces the system’s reliability). Thus, this test should be
carefully designed and it is desirable that the acceptance
test is simple as well as easy to verify.
·Dynamic Voter: The voter reads the outputs that pass
the acceptance test and uses these results as inputs to the
voting algorithm in order to determine the final output
and control signals. The voter that is used in this pattern
should be dynamic8 due to the variable number of inputs
that ranges from 0 to N. Depending on the number of
outputs that pass the acceptance test, the voter may include the following different actions:
- In the case when no output passes the acceptance test,
it reports an overall system failure.
- In the case when one output passes the acceptance
test, it just forwards this output.
- In the case when two outputs pass the acceptance test,
the signal is only forwarded if both are equal (or the difference is within a defined tolerance). In the case of inequality, the action depends on the required level of safety
and reliability, either an output is selected according to a
predefined order or an exception is raised to indicate a
failure.
- When the number of outputs that pass the acceptance
test is more than two, a voting technique is executed to
generate the final result.
Several voting techniques exist that can be used for
voting as majority voting (most commonly used technique), consensus voting [26], and maximum likelihood
voting [27]. The selection of these techniques depends
on the type of data, the deviation in the outputs of the
versions, the type of agreement [28], the output space
cardinality size9, the functionality of the voter [29], the
reliability of the different versions, and perhaps even
further factors.
8

Note: A voter is considered as dynamic if it accepts varying numbers of
input signals.
9
Note: The cardinality size of an output space is the number of possible
different values for an output.
10
Note: While the assumption of failure independence is not realistic for
practical software implementations, this assumption eases the calculation presented. The simplified calculation presented here already allows
certain reliability evaluations. Moreover, a dependency term could be
included into the calculations if an explicit consideration of dependencies between the software versions should be considered. Further aspects of software diversity can be found in the implementation section
of this pattern description.
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Implication
This section describes the implication of this pattern using a majority voting approach relative to the basic system without any specific safety method.
·Reliability:
Let us have the following notations:
f : the probability of failure in a version due to a bug in
its implementation.
E: the event that the output of a version is erroneous.
( P{E} = f )
T: the event that the acceptance test reports that the
output is wrong.
N: the total number of different independent versions.
n: the number of versions that pass the acceptance test.
m: the agreement number which is equal to
⎡(n + 1) / 2⎤ for the majority voting.
PTP: the probability that a version will pass the acceptance test, given that the outcome of a version is correct.
(True Positive case) ( PTP = P{T | E} ).
PFN: the probability that a version will fail the acceptance test, given that the outcome of a version is correct.
(False Negative case) ( PFN = P{T | E} = 1 − PTP ).
PTN: the probability that a version will fail the acceptance test, given that the outcome of a version is wrong.
(True Negative case) ( PTN = P{T | E} ).
PFP: the probability that a version will pass the acceptance test, given that the outcome of a version is wrong.
(False Positive case) ( PFP = P{T | E} = 1 − PTN ).
Rold: the reliability of system software with single version (Rold = R).
Rnew: the reliability of system software with acceptance
voting pattern.
Assumptions:
- The voter is carefully designed and can be considered as fault free.
- The majority voting technique is used in the voter
software component.
- The failures in the different versions are statically
independent10 and the different versions have the same
probability of failure (f) and the same reliability (Ri = R).
At any given time, if the number of versions’ outputs that
pass the acceptance test and participate the voting is n,
then these outputs can be grouped into two parts:
- Correct Outputs (True Positive outputs that pass AT)
with probability=R*PTP.
- Incorrect Outputs( False Positive outputs that contain
undetected faults) with probability = (1 − R ) ⋅ (1 − PTN ) =
(1 − R ) ⋅ PFP .
The probability that an output passes the test is equal
to:
P{T } = RPTP + (1 − R ) PFP
(5)
JSEA
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The probability that an output does not pass the test is
equal to:
p{T } = RPFN + (1 − R) PTN

(6)

The Probability that the voter gives a correct output,
given that n outputs passed the test, is equal to
=

∑

n

⎛n⎞
⎜ ⎟⎟(RPTP ) i [(1 − R )PFP ] n −i
⎝ ⎠

(7)

i =m ⎜ i

The probability that n outputs from the total number of
outputs pass the acceptance test and give a correct result
in the majority voting is:
⎡⎛ N ⎞⎛ n ⎛ n ⎞
⎤
i
n −i ⎞
N −n
= ⎢⎜⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑i = m ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟(RPTP ) [(1 − R )PFP ] ⎟⎟(RPFN + (1 − R ) PTN ) ⎥
⎝i⎠
⎢⎣⎝ n ⎠⎝
⎥⎦
⎠

(8)
The number of versions n that pass the acceptance to
produce a correct result can be 1, 2…N. Therefore, the
new reliability after using this pattern (Rnew) is equal to:
N ⎡ N ⎛
⎤
⎛ ⎞
n ⎛n⎞
i
n −i ⎞
N −n
Rnew = ∑ ⎢⎜⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑i = m ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟(RPTP ) [(1 − R )PFP ] ⎟⎟(RPFN + (1 − R ) PTN ) ⎥
n
i
n =1 ⎣
⎢⎝ ⎠⎝
⎝ ⎠
⎠
⎦⎥

(9)
Finally, the percentage improvement in software reliability
relative to the maximum possible improvement is equal to:
=

Rnew − Rold
R −R
× 100% = new
× 100%
1 − Rold
1− R

(10)

As shown in Equation (9) and (10), the reliability improvement in this pattern depends on the reliability and
number of versions N, and on the performance and the
effectiveness of the acceptance test used. The acceptance
test should be carefully designed, reasonably simple,
highly reliable, and with a high error detection coverage
in order to mask the faulty outputs from participating in
the voting step.
·Safety:
The presented pattern includes the concepts of diverse
programming and fault detection with acceptance test and
voting. According to the software requirements in the
standard IEC 61508-3 [3], the recommendations for these
techniques are shown in Table 2.
According to the last table, we think that this pattern is
suitable and highly recommended only for very high
critical applications with high safety integrity levels
(SIL4 and SIL3), recommended for lower level (SIL2)
and with no recommendation for SIL1.
Table 2. Recommendations for safety integrity levels
Techniques

SIL1

SIL2

SIL3

SIL4

Diverse programming

R

R

R

HR

Fault detection and diagnosis (Voting)

-

R

HR

HR

Fault detection and diagnosis (Acceptance Test)

-

R

HR

HR
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·Cost:
In comparison to the basic system, this pattern is resulting in high additional costs. These costs can be divided into two parts.
- Recurring cost: includes the cost for the N different
hardware units that are used for the parallel execution of
the N-version software. So, the recurring cost will be N
times (N*100%) comparing to the recurring cost for the
basic system that includes a single version. In this pattern,
the voter and the acceptance test are implemented in
software. Therefore, this pattern includes additional recurring cost for the used memory.
- Development cost: The development of N diverse
software versions will cost more than the development of
single version software. An estimation of the development cost of N-version software has to consider the following aspects:
◆ The N versions have the same specification, and only
one set of specification has to be developed [30].
◆ The cost for developing N versions prior to the verification and the validation phase is N times the cost for
developing a single version [31].
◆ The management of an N-version project imposes
overhead not found in traditional software development
[30].
◆ The different versions can be used to validate each
other [30]. While this approach could be used to decrease
the cost for using verification and validation tools, it is
not recommended as all versions implemented might
contain a similar or even the same fault.
Exact information about the additional costs of creating N version instead of a single version is limited. The
estimated practical cost of development of multiversion
system showed that the costs increase sub-linearly with
the number of components [32]. Moreover, it is stated in
[33] that each additional version costs about 75-80% of a
single version.
In addition to the previous costs, this pattern includes
extra cost for developing and verifying an effective acceptance test.
·Modifiability:
The following possible modifications have to be considered:
1) Modification of a single version: It is possible to
modify a single version either to remove a newly discovered fault or to improve a poorly programmed function
[34]. In this case, the initial specification remains without
any modification and the modification of this version is
similar to the modification of single version software
following a standard fault removal procedure.
2) Modification of all member versions: The reason for
modification of all N versions is either to add a new
functionality or to improve the overall performance of the
N-version software [34]. In this case, the initial specification has to be modified and all N versions must be modified and tested independently by independent teams. In
general, the modification of N-version software is reJSEA
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markably more difficult than the modification of single
version software.
3) Modification of the acceptance test (AT): The acceptance test can be considered as an independent software module that is checking the output of each of the N
versions. Thus, this acceptance test can be easily modified without any influence on the different versions.
4) Modification of the voter: The separation of the
voting module from the N versions and the acceptance
test allows easy modification or changes of the voting
technique.
·Impact on Execution Time:
The diverse software versions in this pattern are executed in parallel, ideally on N independent hardware devices. As the execution times of these software versions
might differ as they are implemented differently, the
voter has to wait for the outputs of all software versions
to be checked by the acceptance test before applying the
voting algorithm. Thus, the total time of execution is determined by the slowest version in addition to the typically relatively small time to execute the acceptance test
and the voting algorithm. In general, if we can neglect the
execution time of the acceptance test and the voter, then
the execution time of this pattern is slightly equal to single version software.
It is also possible to execute the independent versions
followed by the acceptance test and voting algorithm
sequentially on a single hardware. However, the time of
execution will increase by N times of a single version.
This disadvantage11 makes the sequential execution less
attractive, especially for time critical applications.
Implementation
The acceptance voting pattern is a hybrid pattern that
combines the idea of N-version programming and fault
detection using an acceptance test. Therefore, the success
of this pattern depends on three factors:
1) The quality of the acceptance test is an important
factor. Thus, the acceptance test should be carefully designed to detect most of the possible software faults.
2) The N diverse software versions and especially the
level of diversity between these versions to avoid common failures between different versions. In order to increase the level of diversity and the independence of the
designed versions, the following have been recommended
in [30]:
·The use of a complete, correct, and carefully documented specification to prevent an error in the specification from propagating to the different versions.
·The use of independent and isolated teams of programmers with diversity in their training and experience.
·The use of diverse algorithms and diverse implementation techniques.
11

Note: Another disadvantage is that the execution on a single hardware
can tolerate only few hardware faults (certain transient faults) while the
approach on N different hardware devices can tolerate most transient
and permanent hardware faults. However, even in this case faults have
to be considered that could affect all N versions simultaneously.
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·The use of diverse programming languages.
·The use of diverse compilers, development tools, and
test methods.
With respect to N-version programming, it has to be
noted that experiments have shown that developers which
implement the same function independently tend to make
the same faults. For this reason, the assumption of statistically independent failure behavior of the software versions does not hold [35,36]. Approaches modeling this
dependency structure (e.g. [37]) and corresponding empirical studies [38,39] are known which allow certain
(model-based) predictions of failure probabilities in systems built on N-version programming. The measures
presented above in this section try to decrease the dependencies between the different software versions. The
assumption is that different development methodologies
lead to diversity in decision and thus diversity in the behavior of the resulting software. However, even with this
increased effort, the absence of undesired dependencies
between the diverse software versions cannot be guaranteed [36,40,41]. For this reason, it is recommended to
apply N-version programming in combination with further software fault tolerance measures as the acceptance
tests applied in this pattern.
3) The use of a suitable voting technique to implement
the voting component such as:
·Majority Voting: It is the simplest and most common
used method that is used to find the output, where at least
⎡(n + 1) / 2⎤ variant results agree.
·Plurality Voting (PV): It is a simple voter, that implements m-out-of-n voting, where m is less than a strict
majority.
·Consensus Voting (CV) [26]: This voting method is
used for multiversion software with a small output space.
In this method, the result of the largest agreement number
is chosen as correct output.
·Maximum Likelihood Voting (MLV) [27]: In this
method, the voter uses the reliability of each software
version to make a more accurate estimation of the most
likely correct result.
·Adaptive Voting [42]: This technique introduces an
individual weighting factor to each version which is later
included in the voting procedure. These weighting factors
are dynamically changeable to model and manage different quality levels of versions.
Consequences and Side Effects
Similar to the original N-version programming approach,
the drawbacks of the Acceptance Voting Pattern are seen
in the effort of developing N diverse software versions in
addition to the high dependency on the initial specification which may propagate faults to all versions. With
respect to safety, the problem of dependent faults in all N
software versions is less critical in this pattern than in the
original N-version programming approach, as the acceptance test included represents an additional measure to
detect these faults.
JSEA
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Related Patterns
In comparison to the basic system, the Acceptance Voting Pattern allows improvements in the reliability and the
safety of a software based system. As it is executed on
different hardware devices, it is possible to combine this
pattern with the Heterogeneous Design Pattern for the
design of these diverse hardware units to deal with systematic hardware faults. This combination will improve
the reliability and safety of the hardware as well as the
software.

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

6. Conclusions
The design of safety-critical embedded applications requires an integration of the commonly used software and
hardware design methods. Therefore, the use of design
pattern is very promising in this application domain, if
the specific properties of embedded systems are considered in the pattern representation. In this paper, we proposed an extended pattern representation for the design of
safety-critical embedded applications. This representation
focuses on the implications and side effects of the represented design method on the non-functional requirements
of the safety-critical embedded system including safety,
reliability, modifiability, cost and execution time. Two
example patterns have been used to show the effectiveness of the proposed pattern representation. We expect
that this extended representation will guide the selection
of a suitable design as it allows evaluating alternative
patterns with respect to their implications.

7. Future Work
For a successful application of the proposed representation of design patterns for safety-critical embedded
systems, an integration of a higher number of design patterns is desirable. For this reason, we currently construct
a pattern catalogue based on the proposed representation
by collecting and classifying commonly used hardware
and software design methods. Moreover, it is intended to
construct the catalogue such that an automatic recommendation of suitable design methods for a given application can be achieved in the future.
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